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Abstract. Large-scale networks consisting of thousands of connected
devices are like a living organism, constantly changing and evolving. It
is very difficult for a human administrator to orient in such environment
and to react to emerging security threats. With such motivation, this
PhD proposal aims to find new methods for automatic identification of
devices, the services they provide, their dependencies and importance.
The main focus of the proposal is to find novel approaches to building
cyber situational awareness in an unknown network for the purpose of
computer security incident response. Our research is at the initial phase
and will contribute to a PhD thesis in four years.
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1 Introduction

The impacts of cyber threats became more serious with organisations increasing
dependency on computer infrastructure. To defend against such threats, system
administrators must build situational awareness which allows them to under-
stand and orient in the complex networks [6]. The aim of this PhD thesis is to
find new ways to automatically build situational awareness to help administra-
tors understand possible impacts of a cyber threat.

Situational awareness means the knowledge and understanding of the current
situation. It is possible for a system administrator to know what is going on in a
small network, but with the growing number of connected devices, this becomes
more and more difficult. A basic solution is to manually create a list of all devices
in the network. But it is impossible to maintain such list throughout time and
keep it updated with the dynamic changes of the network. Moreover, the trend
of nowadays networks, containing mobile devices or IoT (Internet of Things),
and cloud environments goes directly against the idea of device list and makes it
useless in practice An automated approach is needed to deal with the constantly
changing environment [6].
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The current approach for device and service identification focus on very spe-
cific networks, e.g., industrial control systems, or selected subset of services [1,2]
which reduces their value in modern networks described above. Manual evalua-
tion by security expert is still prevalent in the field of dependency detection and
importance estimation. These risk assessment methods are not automated [5] or
need active cooperation of the devices [8].

In our work, we intend to find new methods of building situational awareness
based on data from network monitoring that will not depend on a specific type of
network. We will define a computer network model containing information about
devices and services, their dependencies and importance for the organisation.
The importance of a device can then be expressed as how the device outage or
compromise would impact other devices and goals of the host organisation. The
nature of continuous information gathering from the network also overcomes
the ever-changing nature of large networks and allows us to evaluate the data
throughout time.

2 Research Questions

This research aims to discover new ways of threat impact estimation with respect
to current situation, devices and services. To achieve this goal we attempt to
answer following research questions:

1. How can device and its services be identified in a complex network
using passive network monitoring?
Many devices are not willing (end-user devices) or not able to (IoT) provide
information about themselves in large networks. But every device commu-
nication over network could be analysed [3] and used to identify the type
of the device, its operating system and provided services. However, current
trends in modern networks, e.g., encrypted communication, port obfuscation,
high transfer rate, make such identification hard. We plan to investigate those
issues and propose methods to handle them.

2. How can device dependencies be detected in a network?
To understand the situation in a network, it is not enough to know only what
a device is and what services it provides. It is important to know which devices
it depends on and how many devices depend on it. To answer this research
question, we will study relationships between devices in internal network and
propose new methods for their detection from network monitoring data.

3. How can device importance be estimated from the perspective of
reaction to cyber threats?
The importance of a particular device for organisation mission differs accord-
ing to the provided services and the number of clients depending on the device.
We plan to take these factors into account to build a model for importance
estimation and we will find new ways of automatic importance evaluation
based on traffic monitoring.
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3 Proposed Approach

Our first step towards the building of situational awareness will be the defini-
tion of a network model. The natural representation of a computer network is
a graph, where each node stands for a device in the network. Edges between
nodes represent device communication, while another type of edge can represent
dependencies or the presence of a cyber threat. This model allows us to separate
the mostly static nature of what device is from its dynamic behaviour on the
network.

3.1 Identification of Devices and Services

The knowledge of what a device is and what services it provides is a funda-
mental part of understanding the network. The goal of this part is to research
methods of processing network traffic data to identify the type of the device
(server, workstation, mobile, IoT), its operating system (Windows, Linux) and
its services (web, mail, database).

Easiest way to determine a device type and services is to simply ask it. To do
it in an organised way, many Service Discovery Protocols have been implemented
[7] and deployed. They build a directory of all devices and their services, as
an example, we can name well-known protocols such as BitTorrent or UPnP.
However, this approach require active cooperation of the devices and hence we
will not focus on them. Another way is to use active scanning. Our plan is to focus
on passive methods only, yet we can use outputs of network scanning projects,
e.g., Shodan, Censys, as a verification or an enhancement of our methods.

To achieve passive classification described above a sophisticated method must
be used. Simple methods using protocol and port numbers currently falls short
in classifying services with a dynamic port assignment or port obfuscation, e.g.,
hiding behind TCP port 80 [10]. To overcome these issues, more characteristics
need to be taken into consideration.

The current trend of traffic encryption makes the analysis of its content
hard, but on the other hand, it opens new ways of host identification. A client
needs to send a lot of data to establish encrypted communication. For example,
supported ciphersuites can be used to identify communicating clients during TLS
(Transport Layer Security) handshake [4]. Similarly, we plan to investigate other
properties of encrypted communication to identify the client device.

The most promising service identification method nowadays is the use of
machine learning algorithms to classify the network traffic. Current methods
perform well in a controlled environment where every application is known in
advance, but cannot efficiently handle unknown traffic. Zhang et al. [11] pre-
sented an iterative method to improve identification accuracy, yet this field is
still not fully explored. The two challenges we plan to address are the accuracy of
identification in real network and performance of such algorithms when process-
ing large amounts of data continuously coming from the monitored network.
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3.2 Dependency Detection and Importance Estimation of a Device

The problem of asset criticality evaluation is known as vital for proper decision
making during cyber-attacks but is difficult to achieve [5]. Research in this area
is mainly focused on finding ways how a group of security experts can determine
criticality by following prepared guidelines just like in risk assessment. But this
approach is very time-consuming and cannot be repeated very often which leads
to the data being outdated.

On the contrary, automatic evaluation is able to run continuously and can
provide results when needed. We are aware that some important services or
dependencies can be discovered only during exceptional operations or back-up
servers become active only after failure of the main one. Automatic detections
can still provide good staring point for risk assessment and save resources. More-
over, automatic system can identify operations that the administrators do not
know about as presented in [9]. We propose three components to combine in
order to estimate the device importance:

1. Traffic Statistics – Analysis of ongoing traffic in the network can point out
the most used services in the terms of connected clients and data transfer
volume. We will link these volumetric statistics to identified services to give
them the dynamic context for importance evaluation, e.g., heavily loaded
web server will be set as more important than another one scarcely visited.
Our research will focus on real-time statistics computations so that it will be
possible to dynamically adjust the evaluation as the network usage changes
in time.

2. Dependency detection – Based on the identification of device type and
traffic statistics, the basic dependency between client and server will be mod-
elled. Using graph centrality algorithms we can then estimate the servers
importance and the impact of its outage as the number of affected clients
weighted by their own criticality. More complex dependencies can be dis-
covered by clique detection. Dependencies forming a clique between servers
can indicate strong relationship and exploitation of one will affect the whole
group. The first steps towards automatic dependency detection using graph
algorithms were made in [9], but they rely on active probing (i.e., Nagios
system) to discover effects of service failure and backup detections, whereas
we plan to achieve the same with passive network monitoring.

3. Attacks Statistics – Network attack is a manifestation of a cyber threat.
The understanding of attack targets and discovery of most attacked devices
should lead to raising the protection level of those devices. Our assumption is
that parts of critical infrastructure will be targeted by attackers more often
than user stations. Moreover, the type of the attack should differ and these
differences could help to identify the most important devices. However, such
assumption needs to be carefully verified before using in the criticality calcula-
tions. For example, attackers could target the most vulnerable device instead
of critical infrastructure. In that case, such observation should be used as an
advisory for the administrator rather than for criticality estimation.
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4 Conclusion

In this research, we focus on building situational awareness from passive network
observation without the necessity of active device probing. From those data, we
intend to determine what a device is, what services it provides, what are its
dependencies and how important it is for the network. Our methods will evalu-
ate the situation continuously in order to follow changes in network and will be
designed to be autonomic to minimise the need for human administrator assis-
tance. Achieving our goals will help system administrators to better understand
the situation in their network and to perceive the possible impacts of cyber
threats.
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